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ABSTRACT

Many musicians have a limited understanding of chemistry, while many chemists
aren't familiar with details of music theory or composition. Through the composition of a
four-part musical work based entirely on several broad areas of chemistry, certain
relationships have been shown between music and chemistry. Because of the overlap
between certain scientific concepts and many aspects of music theory, it is possible for
members of both fields to use what they already know in order to gain a deeper
understanding of the other, very different, subject. Because everyone has learning strengths
in differing areas, I believe the use of disciplinary overlap allows for individuals to learn
and remember new information more easily, and also allows educators to teach more
information in a shorter period of time. The purpose of this composition is to depict how
different disciplines can be used in teaching to express knowledge or concepts in new ways.
This composition is made up of an Allegro introduction based on inorganic chemistry, a
ballad based on nonreactive elements, a scherzo based on organic chemistry, and a Vivace
finale based on elements of biochemistry. A range of basic music theory fundamentals
including musical motifs, varying scale types, half and whole steps, tonality, and even
postmodern music and twelve tone rows are addressed. In examining inorganic chemistry,
chemical reactivity, organic chemistry, and biochemistry, the focus was placed on a
number of concepts including basic atomic structure, bonds, valence electrons,
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stereoisomers, enantiomers, and metabolic pathways. Though unable to cover every aspect
of both music theory and chemistry, A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble provides an
example of the abundant and still untouched ways in which interdisciplinary methods can
be used throughout education in the future.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Both chemistry and music are important aspects of the education system in
the United States and result in many jobs, careers, and enhancements to society. Due to
individual learning strengths as well as time devoted to specific subject areas in the
classroom and the funding available, students often grow up feeling as if they either do
not understand certain subjects or do not ever even have exposure to them. Through A
Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble, I provide an example of how two completely
diverse subject areas—chemistry and music—can be integrated in a way that allows for
increased understanding of both subjects and can be used to better utilize classroom time
available to ensure that students are getting adequate exposure to non-core subject areas.
In the United States education system, there has been increased focus in recent
years on “core” subject areas as well as standardized test scores than on music or other art
education. It is incredibly difficult to test and document students’ abilities in areas such
as visual and performing arts; therefore, classrooms have begun to shift money and focus
almost entirely on math, reading, and science in order to boost national standardized test
scores and continue to receive funding from the federal and state governments. A portion
of this was due to the No Child Left Behind Act that allotted funding based on these
standardized test scores, but a portion also has to do with limited time constraints of a
standard school day (U.S. Department of Education, 2001). In December of 2015, the
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Every Student Succeeds Act was signed by President Obama, and replaced the term “core
academic subjects” with “well-rounded education.” (114th Congress, 2015). This wellrounded education includes music and the arts and permits government funding allocated
to these subject areas. Still, in most schools, students only receive formal music education
once or twice a week in elementary school, while they receive math, English, and science
courses every day. As students progress to middle and high school, this subject gap
increases as music and art courses become optional electives.
Research has shown that education in the fine arts allows for accelerated critical
thinking, problem solving, and multitasking as well as produces confidence, emotional
stability, better auditory discrimination abilities, vocabulary, non-verbal reasoning, and
an easier time learning foreign languages (Cowling, 2012). According to a study from
1998, there is almost a 25 percent increase in brain activity response from individuals
who began learning music at a young age, and these children’s brains are significantly
larger than children who did not have this experience (Blakeslee, 1998). In addition, it
was found that students who received daily music training for seven months had higher
reading scores than a control group, and these scores remained higher even a year later
(Kingsbury). Because music has been found to have such an important effect on an
individual’s development and learning, I believe it is important for schools to incorporate
music, as well as other arts, into their curriculum in every way possible.
Still, subject areas in STEM fields, along with other core subject areas, are
incredibly important in order for everyone to understand the environment around them
and to complete daily tasks. With the world’s growing knowledge and technology, STEM
fields are constantly evolving and are bringing forth some of the most exciting changes to
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our day-to-day lives. The time devoted to these subjects in classrooms is vital for many
students and should not be cut. A recent compilation of reports regarding science
education found that the content of school science did not align with the interests and
needs of many of the students, especially for students who did not foresee themselves
pursuing a career in science and technology (Avi Hofstein, 2011). This is just one
example that shows that every individual learns best using different methods and media.
By combining two completely different subject areas in this composition, there is a
likelihood that more individuals will be able to understand and grasp the concepts that are
being illustrated.
The goal of this composition is to illustrate a single way that integrating subject
areas can be used to increase education and exposure in the classrooms as well as to help
individuals of any age and at any stage of life understand a new or unfamiliar subject.
Though there are many different processes of integration, by combining both music
theory and chemistry, I hope to build on the similarities between music and chemistry in
order to show how someone with a lot of chemistry knowledge can use what they already
understand to have breakthroughs in musical knowledge and theory, or someone with a
lot of musical knowledge or experience to relate music theory and techniques the are
extremely familiar with to aspects of chemistry.
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CHAPTER 2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

I elected to use the software application Finale 2014.5 as my method of notation.
This software not only allows for the composition of a piece of music on the computer,
but also allows for the music to be played in the instrument sounds similar to a true
performance. The Finale MIDI file audio recording is included on a compact disc.

A Study of Chemistry: For Wind Ensemble is written and scored for three flutes, two
oboes, two bassoons, one contrabassoon, five clarinets (two clarinet one and three
clarinet two), one bass clarinet, two alto saxophones, one tenor saxophone, one bari
saxophone, three trumpets (one on trumpet one and two on trumpet two), four French
horns, two trombones, one bass trombone, two euphoniums, two tubas, and one timpani.

The score attached is a transposed score, meaning each instrument part is written for that
instrument’s native key

The instrument ranges in figure 1 were used in the composition of this piece (Stefan
Kostka, 2013).
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Figure 1: Instrument Ranges (both sounding and written) in
score order.
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This composition is written in C major. Due to the nature of the work and the use
of different methods of tonality throughout, there is heavy use of sharps and flats in every
part, and a true C major tonality isn’t solidified until the final movement.

Though A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble is a single movement, it is
written in four parts: an allegro introduction (quarter note equals 135 beats per minute) , a
ballad (quarter note equals 55 beats per minute), a scherzo in three-four meter (quarter
note equals 110 beats per minute), and a vivace finale (quarter note equals 155 beats per
minute). These four sections were chosen in order to follow the movement order and
style of a standard German form symphony.
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CHAPTER 3

THE ALLEGRO

The first section of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble is a quick tempo
based introduction marked allegro which is based on inorganic chemistry, specifically
protons, electrons, and chemical bonds.
Atoms, the building blocks of all matter, are made up of the subatomic particles
protons, electrons, and neutrons. Neutrons have a neutral charge, protons have a positive
charge and electrons have a negative charge. These charge differences are responsible for
many of the atomic traits observed in our environment, and being able to recognize the
differences between a proton and an electron, as well as how different elements form
bonds are important concepts in understanding many aspects of chemistry.
Assuming the reader has very little knowledge of music theory, we will quickly
address some of the basics of note names and scales. Figure 2 shows a chromatic scale, a
scale made up of 12 notes (the 12 notes used in western music) with a half step between
each note.

3.1a Figure 2a: The following is the chromatic scale made up of the 12 tones
used in western music in the following order—C, C#, D, D#, E, F, F#, G, G#,
A, A#, B.
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3.1b Figure 2 b: This is the chromatic scale again written in this time
using flats. It would sound exactly the same as the scale in Figure 2a.
The notes are in the following order—C, Db, D, Eb, E, F, Gb, G, Ab, A,
Bb, B.

3.2 Figure 3: C major scale made up of C, D, E, F, G,
A, B, C.

3.3 Figure 4: c minor scale made up of C, D, Eb, F, G, Ab,
Bb, C

To build on this understanding, chords—when a group of typically three or more notes
are sounded together—can be classified as major chords or minor chords as well. For
example, a C major triad (a chord with three notes) is made up of C, E, and G (the first,
third, and fifth notes of the C major scale). Returning to the chromatic scale, there are
three notes between the C and the E and two notes between the E and the G. In technical
terms, a major triad is made when the first interval above the root is a major third and the
second, or higher interval is a perfect fifth above the root. For an understanding of this
composition and how it relates to chemistry, being able to identify the number of notes
between the C, E, and G will be adequate. A c minor triad is made up of C, E-flat, and G.
8

In technical terms, a minor triad is made up of a root, a minor third, and a perfect fifth., if
The chromatic scale shows that, in the minor triad, the second note (E-flat) only has two
notes between it and the C, while there are now three notes between the E-flat and the G.
Now that there is a basic explanation of half and whole steps and the basic
concepts of a major and minor scale and chords, the augmented and diminished intervals
can be introduced. In music, an augmented chord occurs when the interval between two
notes is raised by a half step and a diminished chord occurs when the interval between
two notes is made a half step smaller. Again looking at tje chromatic scale, a C
augmented triad is made up of C, E, and G-sharp. Instead of there being three notes
between C and E and only two between E and G, there are now three notes between E
and G-sharp as well. Thus, our interval has been increased by a half step and an
augmented triad was created. Augmented chords are typically represented in music by a +
because the interval has been increased. A C diminished triad is made up of C, E-flat, and
G-flat. Again looking at the chromatic scale, there are only two notes between C and Eflat AND only two notes between E-flat and Gb. Because the chord has been decreased
by a half step, it is a diminished chord. To sum it up, an augmented chord occurs when
two major thirds are stacked over the root, and a diminished chord occurs when two
minor thirds are stacked over the root.
An augmented scale is made up of two augmented triads. Figure 5 shows the C
augmented scale. The scale is made up of the C augmented triad—C, E, and G-shap/Aflat—and the E-flat/D-sharp augmented triad—E-flat/D-sharp, G, and B.
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3.4 Figure 5: Augmented scale consisting of
C, D#, E, G, Ab, B

Alternatively, the diminished scale is made up of two diminished seventh chords (a
seventh chord adds another note on top of the triad). Figure 6 shows the C diminished
scale. The scale is made up of the c diminished triad—C, E-flat, and G-flat/F-sharp—as
well as the D diminished seventh chord—D, F, A-flat, and C-flat/B.

3.5 Figure 6: C diminished chord made up of C, D, Eb,
F, F#/Gb, Ab, A, B,

The goal of the allegro portion of this composition is to depict protons and electrons, as
well as bonds between atoms. In order to do so, I decided to make one basic melody to
represent protons, and one basic melody to represent electrons. Because, in chemistry,
protons have positive charges and are often represented by + and augmented chords and
the scales based on them have a positive increase in half steps between notes, I decided to
use a melody based on the augmented scale to represent protons. Conversely, electrons
have a negative charge and diminished chords and the scales based on them have a
negative decrease in half steps, so the electron melody is based on the diminished scale.
Figure 7 and Figure 8 display the basic proton melody and basic electron melody used in
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this composition. These melodies are comprised primarily of the same notes as the
augmented and diminished scales in Figure 5 and 6.

3.6 Figure 7: The basic proton melody based on
the augmented scale

3.7 Figure 8: The basic electron melody based on
the diminished scale.

The proton melody is first written in measure five, and can be heard throughout the first
section. The electron melody is first written for alto saxophone in measure seventeen.
Again, this melody can be heard throughout the remainder of the first section.

In addition to being based on the diminished scale, the electron melody is comprised of
sixteenth notes and sounds as if it is quickly moving as it jumps around different
instruments in the ensemble. In atoms, electrons are small particles in constant orbit
around the nucleus, where the protons and neutrons are located. In order to depict this,
the electron melody was comprised of notes with short duration values.

Different elements have different numbers of protons, electrons, and neutrons. Refer to
the periodic table in Figure 9. An element’s atomic number gives the number of electrons
11

and protons that the element has in a neutral state (which means the positive proton
charges and negative electron charges yield a net charge of zero—or a neutral charge).
The atomic mass of an element gives the number of protons + neutrons found in the
element.

3.8 Figure 9: Periodic Table of Elements

For example, hydrogen, represented by H, has an atomic number of one and an atomic
mass of approximately one. This indicates that hydrogen is made up of one electron, one
proton, and zero neutrons. Fluorine, represented by F, has an atomic number of nine and
an atomic mass of approximately nineteen. This means that Fluorine in a neutral state has
nine electrons, nine protons, and ten neutrons.
As a general rule, each element is most stable when there are eight electrons in its
valence shell, or its outermost orbital. Though there are exceptions (most notably
hydrogen—H—and helium—He which are both very small and only can fit two electrons
in their valence shell), this is known as the “octet rule.” The furthest column to the right
12

of the periodic table starting with helium (He) is considered the Noble gases and naturally
have a full valence shell of electrons and are therefore nonreactive. This will be discussed
later in the analysis of the composition. With the exception of the noble gases, the
remaining elements do not have a complete valence shell. In order to fill their valence
shell, they interact with other elements and form chemical bonds.
The two most common types of strong bonds are ionic and covalent bonds. Ionic
bonds occur when one atom gives up an electron to another atom. Looking back at the
periodic table in figure 9, sodium (Na) has one electron in its valence shell while
chlorine(Cl) has seven electrons in its valence shell.

3.9 Figure 10: The left is the electron configuration of Sodium
(Na) and to the right is the electron configuration of Chlorine
(Cl). The blue rings represent the electron orbitals and the red
circles represent electrons.

Figure 10 gives the electron configurations for both sodium and chlorine. According to
the octet rule, both atoms are most stable when there are eight electrons in their valence,
or outermost, shell. In figure 10, the outermost shell is represented by the largest blue
circle and, as indicated on the periodic table, sodium has one electron in its valence shell
while chlorine has seven. If sodium were to give up its one electron to chlorine, sodium
13

would have a positive charge but would have eight electrons in its now outermost shell,
while chlorine would have eight as well. This is called an ionic bond and, in this
example, would produce Sodium Chloride (NaCl) or table salt. When placed in a
solution, the sodium atom and the chloride atom dissociate, or move away from each
other because they have already given up and accepted the electron, and they become
simply positively charged sodium ions (Na+) and negatively charged chlorine ions (Cl-) in
solution.
Covalent bonds occur when two atoms share electrons. One example would be
CH4 (known as Methane) made up of one carbon atom and four hydrogen atoms.

3.10 Figure 11: The electron configurations of Carbon (to the left) and
Hydrogen (to the right). The blue rings represent electron orbitals and
the red circles represent electrons.

As seen in figure 11, carbon has four electrons in its valence shell and, according to the
octet rule, would be most stable if it were to gain four more. Hydrogen has one electron
in its valence shell and, as mentioned earlier, is an exception to the octet rule due to its
size and is most stable with two electrons in its valence shell. In order for both of these
atoms to gain further stability, they share their electrons—four hydrogen atoms will share
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carbon’s four valence electrons, giving carbon eight electrons in its valence shell and
each hydrogen atom two electrons.

In measures ten through thirty-five of the composition, the electron melody is
distributed to alternate instrument parts. This represents ionic bonds—the melody is
quoted in whole rather than partially shared. Starting in measure thirty-six through
measure forty-six, the electron melody is shared in at least two instrument voices, with
each voice only playing a portion of the complete melody before passing it off to the next
part and taking it back again. These measures represent covalent bonds—both
instruments are sharing the melody (though not always equally) just as atoms will share
electrons (also not always equally).

The next portion of the first section modulates to G, the dominant of C major, and
uses a new melody based on the original proton melody.

3.11 Figure 12: Variation of proton melody heard beginning
in measure 52.

In this section of the composition, the variation of the proton melody can be heard
interspersed and overlapping with a range of sixteenth note runs based on the electron
melody. This section seeks to represent the interaction between protons and electrons—
the positive charge of the protons confined in the nucleus hold the negatively charged
electrons orbiting around the nucleus in place, allowing electrons ultimately to have zero
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charge when in a neutral state. By using both the proton and electrons melodies together,
this interaction is represented.

The first section of this composition sought to illustrate the basic characteristics of
protons and electrons and chemical bonds. These concepts are essential before many
other areas of chemistry can be addressed. From an educational standpoint, after listening
to and studying this section, a musician or one possessing an understanding of music
theory would gain an increased understanding of the positively charged proton and
negatively charged electron, as well as ionic and covalent bonds. One who already
understands chemistry but is not very knowledgeable about music theory could learn
about augmented and diminished scales through this section, and will be able to compare
them to the proton and electron—concepts they are already familiar with—when
remembering them in the future.
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CHAPTER 4

THE BALLAD

The second section of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble is a ballad based
on noble gases.
Figure 9, the Periodic Table of Element, the noble gases are in the column furthest
to the right. These elements all have a full valence shell of electrons and, because of this,
are highly unreactive under typical conditions. This means that they will not react with or
form bonds with any other elements.
In chapter three, the major scale and corresponding intervals (or whole/half steps)
between each note were discussed. If a major scale is played but the performer stops on
the second to last note—the B in the C major scale presented in figure 3—often even
those lacking musical training will be able to hear that the scale is incomplete. This
second to last note, called the leading tone or the seventh degree of the scale, is only a
half step from the final note and leads to tonic—C in figure 3. When the tonic note
sounds, the scale or chords are said to resolve and there is a feeling of release from the
tension felt from the leading tone.
A whole tone scale is a scale made up of solely whole steps between each note
value. Figure 13 shows the whole tone scale starting on C. Because there are whole steps
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between each note value, no half-step leading tone is present throughout the scale.
Though the scale started on C in figure 13, the scale could be started on any other note in
the scale and the exact intervals would follow. Because of this, a piece using whole tone
scales does not have an easily perceived tonic note, and a listener cannot identify what
key the piece is in.

4.1 Figure 13: The whole tone scale starting on
C. Notes in order—C, D, E, F#, G#, A#, C

Because the whole tone scale has no pull to tonic, but rather sounds somewhat
complete no matter what note it may end on or how it may be used in a melody, this scale
was used to represent noble gases. Just like noble gases have a full valence shell of
electrons and thus have to pull to react with other elements, the whole tone scale has no
pull to tonic. In addition to the whole tone scale representing the noble gases nonreactivity, there are six naturally occurring noble gases—helium (He), N=neon (Ne),
argon (Ar), krypton (Kr), xenon (Xe), and radon (Rn). Because there are six tones in the
whole tone scale and six naturally occurring noble gases, if one could remember that
noble gases are nonreactive and that there are 6 that are naturally occurring, he will be
able to identify and remember the non-resolving features of the 6 note whole tone scale.
Conversely, if one is familiar with the whole tone scale but cannot remember what noble
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gases are, he can remember the noble gas’s defining feature—non reactivity—and the
number naturally occurring based on knowledge of the whole tone scale.

The ballad begins in measure 103 of the composition and, from inception, the
notes of the whole tone scale are used. The main melody of this section is heard in
measure 112 in the bassoon line.
After listening to the ballad of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble, one
would ideally have an understanding of noble gases as well as another type of scale, the
whole tone scale. This section builds on the knowledge gained in section one involving
electrons and valence shells, as well as the importance of whole and half steps in different
scale types.
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CHAPTER 5

THE SCHERZO

Section three of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble takes the place of the
scherzo in a classical symphony and represents organic chemistry. This section uses a
method of twelve-tone serialism that was created by composer Arnold Schoenberg and is
used in post modern music. This section of the composition not only exposes the listener
to basic concepts of organic chemistry, but also presents atonal music.
Twelve tone serialism is a method of composing and music created using twelve
tone serialism is considered atonal, or not having a tonal center or key. Its purpose is to
grant all twelve chromatic notes equal importance. Twelve tone serialism is based on the
creation of a twelve tone row. Each note of the chromatic scale is given the following
numeric or letter distinction:
Note Name

Representation

C

0

C#/Db

1

D

2

D#/Eb

3

E

4

E#/F

5

20

F#/Gb

6

G

7

G#/Ab

8

A

9

A#/Bb

A

B

B

A row is created by using each of these values only one time but in a predesignated order. The row can be played starting on any note in the row, but the notes
always occur in the same order. This is called the prime form. It can also be played
starting on any note and playing the row in reverse order. This is called the retrograde
form. To add more complexity, any of the twelve notes can be chosen as a starting point,
and the row is played in the same order but the intervals are inverted (for instance, if the
original row went 0  1, the inverted row would go 0  B). Finally, the inverted forms
of the row can also be played backwards, called the retrograde inversion. For clarity,
matrixes showing the original form of the row (the Prime form) and every other form
possible are often made. Refer to figure 14 to view the matrix of the row used in this
composition.
Typically, once a row begins, no note can be played twice and the row must finish
until completion. In A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble, these conventions were
interpreted slightly differently for aesthetic purposes: once a row started in any individual
part, it was completed in that specific line, and a note was repeated to add movement in
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the line, but each note in the row was repeated the same number of times. At times
several rows sound simultaneously in different instrument voices. The row is first heard
in the prime (P0) form in measure 131, the first measure of section 3, in the trumpet line.
It is immediately followed by the retrograde inversion (R0). Figure 15 shows this melody.

5.1 Figure 14: Matrix of twelve tone row used in the third section. P gives the
prime forms, R gives the retrograde forms of the row, I gives the inverted
forms of the row, and RI gives the retrograde inversion forms of the row.

5.2 Figure 15: Twelve tone row melody—P0 followed by R0 in
measure 131 in the trumpet line.

In chemistry, an organic compound is classified as any compound that contains
the element carbon, C. Organic chemistry is the study of these compounds. Refer to the
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periodic table in figure 9 to see that carbon’s atomic mass is twelve. Just as carbon has an
atomic mass of twelve and occurs constantly in every organic compound, the twelve tone
row is made up of twelve notes and is always occurring in twelve tone serialism and this
composition. For this reason, the twelve tone row was used to represent carbon in organic
molecules.
In organic chemistry, there is also something called an enantiomer. Enantiomers
are a type of stereoisomer—two compounds that have the exact same chemical makeup
but different structures—that are mirror images of each other. A common example used
to express enantiomers are a persons’ hands—they look exactly the same but, when one
is place on top of the other, they are the mirror image of each other. Figure 16 presents
the enantiomer of glucose. It is important for scientists to be able to recognize
enantiomers because, even though they may look the same, they often have completely
different properties. This is true to the extent that one enantiomer can be beneficial to a
living organism, and the other can be toxic.

5.3 Figure 16: Glucose enantiomers. Even though both
compounds are made up of C6H1206, they have structures that
are perfectly opposite.
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In order to represent this enantiomer relationship, whenever the main melody in figure 15
was played, the prime form was played first and it was immediately followed by the
retrograde form. If a mirror were placed at the final note of the prime form, the retrograde
form, its mirror image, would be seen just as the enantiomer of a compound is seen if a
mirror were placed beside it.
Section 3 of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble sought to express the
concept of twelve tone serialism in post modern music as well as the basic makeup of
organic compounds and the relationship between enantiomers. After listening to this
composition and learning about its method of composition, a musician would hopefully
gain the knowledge that the presence of carbon—whose atomic mass is twelve—is the
defining characteristic of an organic molecule, as well as knowledge about what an
enantiomer is. Someone already knowledgeable in chemistry, however, would hopefully
have a basic understanding of twelve tone serialism and be able to relate this style of
music to organic molecules to remember it in the future.
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CHAPTER 6

THE VIVACE FINALE

The final section of A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble is a vivace finale
based on biochemistry. Biochemistry is the type of chemistry that studies the chemical
pathways or processes—also known as metabolism—in living organisms. In animals
(including humans) cellular respiration is the equation culminating the processes of
turning the chemicals gained from the environment through eating and breathing—
glucose and oxygen—into waste and energy that the organism can used. This energy is
called Adenosine Triphosphate, or ATP. Figure 17 gives the equation for cellular
respiration.

6.1 Figure 17: The equation for cellular respiration. The
chemical formulas are given in the equation above and the
names are given directly below.

The reverse of this equation is the equation for photosynthesis—the culmination of
metabolism in plants. Though this is important to know, this composition will focus on
cellular respiration.
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Classical composers have used notes in their music to spell specific words for
years. One well known example is Johann Sebastian Bach spelling his own name, B-AC-H, as a motif in compositions.

6.2 Figure 18: The “Bach” motif using Bb, A,
C, and B natural.

There are two methods of spelling words through music referred to as the German and
French methods. The German method, used by Bach in the example above, used each
lettered note as its corresponding letter with the exception of B natural and B-flat. B
natural is referred to as H, and B-flat is referred to as B. This explains why “Bach” is
spelled using B-flat, A, C, and B natural. This method limits the words that can be spelled
to the first eight letters of the alphabet.
The second method, the French method, assigns each letter of the alphabet a
specific note name. This method was used by Jules Ecorcheville in compositions he had
composers write in order to commemorate first Haydn, and then a range of other
composers (Music, 2016). He used the scheme in figure 19, but, like in the German
method, replaced B natural with H. This is the method that is used in A Study of
Chemistry as well.
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6.3 Figure 19: Scheme to determine which note
will represent each letter.

The goal of this section is to express the chemical formula for each portion of the
cellular respiration equation through a motif that spelled out the elements that made up
the formula and had the correct number of each. Therefore, glucose, or C6H12O6 was
represented using C, B, and A. Figure 20 gives this melody. Oxygen, or O2 was
represented using twelve A’s, because there is a net total of twelve molecules of oxygen
used. These A’s were paired as eighth notes in six groups to represent the configuration
of each of the six O2 molecules. Carbon Dioxide, or CO2, was represented using the notes
C and A. The carbon dioxide motif has six C’s and twelve A’s—again to represent the
actual number of molecules necessary—and was composed using six groups of eight
notes and two sixteenth notes to represent carbon dioxide’s actual configuration. Finally,
water, or H2O, was composed using twelve B’s and six A’s. This melody was made up of
six groups of two sixteenth notes followed by an eight note, again to represent H2O
adequately. Figure 20 a – d gives each of these melodies.
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6.3 Figure 19a: These 12 A’s represent the 6
molecules of O2 in the cellular respiration equation.

6.3 Figure 19b: This melody, made up of 6 C’s, 12 B’s
and 6 A’s represents glucose, C6H12O6.

6.3 Figure 19 c: This melody made up of 12 Bs and 6 As
represents the 6 molecules of H2O in the cellular respiration
equation.

6.3 Figure 19d: This melody, made up of 12 As and 6 Cs
represents the 6 molecules of CO2 in the cellular respiration
equation.

The only portion of the equation not expressed by note names through a reoccurring
motif was ATP. Because this is energy, ATP was represented by adding another
instrument every time the equation melodies were played. By the end of the piece—if the
instrumentation of the ensemble is as asked for—there will be exactly 25 instruments
(three flutes, two oboes, two bassoons, one contrabassoon, five clarinets, one bass
clarinet, two alto saxophones, one tenor saxophone, one bari saxophone, three trumpets,
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four French horns) playing the final equation. This represents the net gain of 25 ATP
molecules.

From the final portion of the composition, a musician would gain an
understanding of cellular respiration as a biochemical process, and ideally be able to
recognize the compounds that make up the equation. Someone familiar with chemistry
would become familiar with the idea of a motif in music as well as the method
occasionally used by composers of spelling things through note values.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

This composition, due to its musical complexity, would likely be best used in a
group that already had a well founded musical knowledge and understanding. It depicts a
single way of the many possible that two completely different disciplines can be
combined and utilized. By building on concepts of chemistry throughout the
compositions—beginning first with basic atomic structure, then discussing a specific type
of element, the noble gases, then discussing compounds, and finally portraying an entire
equation—this composition could be used section by section to teach a range of broad
scientific concepts. Because of the complexity of the music theory in this composition as
well as the composition itself, this work would be best used in an ensemble or a group of
people already knowledgeable in music, but with room to grow in their knowledge of
science. If someone could read music and had a basic knowledge of music and advanced
chemistry knowledge, this composition may be a good introduction to more detailed and
complex aspects of music theory using what the individual already understood.

Overall, this composition was able to incorporate both chemistry and music in a novel
way that expresses both basic music theory and chemistry in an easy to grasp manner.
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A Study of Chemistry: for Wind Ensemble presents an alternative to separate class time
for music education or other arts. Incorporating arts into common core subject areas
would allow for multiple subject areas to be taught at one time and would also allow
students who learn best through alternate methods to benefit even in subject areas they
otherwise would struggle in. This presents listeners with insight in regards to potential
overlap between even the most seemingly diverse subject areas.
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